Elliot and Kailash are the same!

They both...

- They both like to climb trees.
- They both have a family.
- They both have pets.
Elliot and Kailash are different!

Kailash Lives in a Small Place

Elliot Lives in a Brick Building
Elliot and Kailash are the same!

They both...

Elliot and Kailash
They both like to paint

They both like to climb a tree.

They are both friends.

Cooper
Elliot and Kailash are the same!

They both...

- pant
- like to klime
- trees
- live in famole
- hav pets
- hot
- hav busis
- hav alphabet
Elliot and Kailash are different.

Kailash likes yoga.

Elliot likes art.